
Thank you for purchasing a Mustard Bikes Fender Eliminator. 
The following is a brief guide for installation of your  

Yamaha R1 (M) Fender Eliminator. 
 
 
 

1. Remove pillion seat and rider seat (2 x 5mm Allen bolt under seat edges) from bike. 

2. Remove 4 x threaded plug (Philips head) from infill panel between pillion and riders seat. 
These plugs are very soft. Placing pressure on the lip of the plug may help engage the thread. 

3. Unplug indicator and number plate light plugs (located left hand inside of sub-frame). 

4. Remove the tail light support (bracket behind the red tail light) by undoing 2 x 5mm Allen bolts and  
sliding the support forwards. 

5. Unplug indicator wire supports from tail light support by squeezing the clips. A wide screwdriver  
or pliers will help. 

6. Remove 3 x 5mm Allen bolts holding stock fender and remove stock fender. 

7. To remove the stock indicator, remove the wire cover by unclipping from the stock fender. 

8. Remove indicator retainer plates and gently but firmly pry the indicators from their mounts.  

9. Fit indicators with supplied spacers and then fit to fender eliminator in reverse process to removal. 
This is quite tedious and softening the rubber with boiling water or a hairdryer may help. 

10. Fit OEM number plate light plug to the fitted LED bolt. If LED bolt does not light up switch the two  
wires (LED bolt is polarity sensitive). 

11. Feed all wires through fender eliminator and bike. Plugging the LED bolt in will help hold the 
eliminator. 

12. Slide plastic spacer in place between the bike and the fender eliminator, while sliding the wires into  
the slot. Place eliminator and spacer up to the bike.  

13. Make sure all wires are pulled through and bolt eliminator in place using original retainer plate,  
bolts and supplied nuts. 

14. Plug in indicators and test for correct operation. Refit tail light bracket and infill panel in reverse order.  

15. Refit rider’s seat and pillion seat.  

 

  

 If you have any problems with installation feel free to contact us at help@mustardbikes.com for any queries. 

We will be more than happy to help in any way we can. 
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